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Wednesday, May 18, 2022 
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The Mahaffey Theater at  

 The Duke Energy Center for the Arts 

Educate. 

Entertain. 



Directions to the  

Mahaffey Theater 

 
Take I-275 (south from Tampa, north from 

Bradenton/Sarasota) to exit 22 (I-175). 
 

Follow Route I-175 (it will become  
5th Avenue South) to 1st Street South. 

 
The Mahaffey Theater will be in front of 

you.   
1st Street South and 2nd Street South  

are two-way streets. 
 

Follow the directions given by the  
parking attendants. 

Bill Edwards Foundation for the Arts, Inc. is committed to 
supporting and presenting all genres of the Performing 

Arts at The Mahaffey Theater and throughout the            
St. Petersburg, Florida area; funding arts education for 
school children and providing its member patrons with 

unequaled services, entertainment,  
and cultural experiences. 

How to Reach Us:  

Class Acts, Mahaffey Theater 

400 1st Street South 
St. Petersburg, FL 33701-4346 

Attn: Class Acts/Perkins Elementary School 
Pony Route #3 

Phone: (727)892-5800 Fax: (727)892-5770 
 

An electronic version of this guide can be found at stpeteclassacts.com. 
 

Tara Schulman 
Curator of Art & Education 

Kim Dennison 
Curriculum Research & Design 

http://stpeteclassacts.com/


The Man… 

Doktor Kaboom is the creation of actor/comedian David Epley. 

David grew up expecting to be a research physicist. Then a biomedical engineer. Then a mathematician, an 

astrophysicist, a chemical engineer, a marine biologist. So, of course, he became an actor. 

For almost 30 years David has written, directed, and performed original comedy shows throughout the US, 

and around the world. Outdoor festivals and street performance were his primary venues of choice, with an 

occasional stage show thrown in for good measure. In 2006 David decided to bring science, his first passion, 

back into his life. Blending science and theatre has been a dream come true, opened multiple doors, and led 

to the most fulfilling work of his life. 

Teaching, inspiring, and empowering the minds of our youth, and reminding their parents to be an active part 

of the equation. How could someone’s work be any more rewarding? 

David is a veteran of the US Army, and a former Firefighter and EMT. He calls Seattle home, where he lives 

and loves with his fiancée and their two wonderful daughters. 

The Myth… 

Doktor Kaboom is an over the top German physicist with a passion for science that knows no bounds. 

Sporting chrome goggles, an orange lab coat, motorcycle boots, and wicked cool hair, Doktor Kaboom travels 

the world, thrilling adults and children alike with an explosive comedic style that is guaranteed to please   

every crowd.  

His improvisational skill promises no two shows will ever be the same, and his character driven comedy will 

entertain audiences of every age. 

Nothing says science like KABOOM! 

The Mission… 

Doktor Kaboom strives to empower, excite, educate, and entertain the people of Earth. 

Through interactive character-driven science comedy we improve society's understanding and retention of 

basic scientific principles, build upon those basics, demonstrate that all science is for everyone, and remove 

the cultural stigmata that scientific awareness is something to fear. 

Core values: 

Science is for everyone, not just the guy in the labcoat, or the girl who wins the science fair every year. 

Science is not hard, but it does take effort. That's not hard, that's just work, and that's just life. 

Every child is intelligent, creative, valuable, and should know that about themselves.  

About the Show 



Doktor Kaboom and the Wheel of Science! 
 

So much science, so little time. . . 
 

Doktor Kaboom is having trouble picking his favorite science demonstrations, so he’s bringing 
them all! Unfortunately there are way too many to do them all in one show.  
 

The solution: The Wheel of Science! 
  

Doktor Kaboom has built a great big spinning wheel and labeled it with everything from        
optical illusions to chemical reactions to a homemade hovercraft, and more!  At least a dozen 
fantastic routines ready to go.  Wherever the wheel stops, that’s what’s next! 
 
Will we turn a water bottle into a rocket or catapult bananas across the stage?  Electrocute a 
pickle or create artificial gravity?  Who knows?  No two shows will be the same. 
 
So, step right up, and let’s spin that wheel! 
 

Curriculum Connections: 
Character Education, Comedy, Mathematical     

Practices, Physical Science,  
Scientific Method, Theatre 

Science:  
Embedded Inquiry, Embedded Technology and   

Engineering, Flow of Matter and Energy, Matter,      
Energy, Motion, Forces of Nature 

Earth and Space Science:  
The Universe, The Atmosphere 

Physical Science:  
Matter, Energy, Motion, Forces of Nature 

Theatre:  
Character Acting, Theatrical Design,  

Scene Comprehension 
Health:  

Preventing Injuries 
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) Connections:  

Self-Awareness, Self-Management, Social       
Awareness, Responsible Decision Making 

About the Show 



Before the Show 

Vocabulary 
Have students listen for science vocabulary during the show. 

Action is the working of one thing on another so as to produce a change. 
 

Centripetal force is the force that tends to cause a thing or parts of a thing to go inward toward a center of rotation. 

 
A chemical reaction is when one or more substances are converted to one or more different substances.  
Combustion is an act or instance of burning. 

 

  
 

Inertia is a property of matter by which it remains at rest or in unchanging motion unless acted on by some external 
force. 

Reaction is the force that opposes the action of a force applied to one body by another body. 
 

Science Vocabulary Activity: 
1. Have students pair up and explain the science vocabulary to their partners with 

gestures and words. 
2. Have partners create an illustration of the vocabulary word.  
3. Now combine teams of two into teams of four. 
4. Have partners share their gestures and drawings with each other. 
5. Finally, have teams of four come to a consensus: what gesture and picture 

would you use to describe the word? 
6. Have groups of four present their gestures and pictures to the whole group. 



Investigate Nikola Tesla and the Tesla Coil 
From livescience.com: 

Among his numerous innovations, Nikola Tesla dreamed of creating a way to supply power to 
the world without stringing wires across the globe. The inventor came close to accomplishing 
this when his "mad scientist" experiments with electricity led to his creation of the Tesla coil.  

1. Read more about Nikola Tesla and the Tesla Coil  

 http://www.livescience.com/46745-how-tesla-coil-works.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

2.  Study the Infographic on the Tesla Coil 

 http://www.livescience.com/46728-how-the-tesla-coil-works-infographic.html 

3.  Watch a biographical video about Nikola Tesla 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEJNJ0rFSe8 

4. Have a class discussion after watching the video:  

•  Who was right about electric currents? Nikola Tesla or Thomas Edison?   

•  What is your opinion? 

•  What is the author’s point of view in the video? 

•  How did Nikola Tesla’s contributions to the study of electricity benefit us today? 

 

 

www.teslasociety.com 

Before the Show 

http://www.livescience.com/46745-how-tesla-coil-works.html#
http://www.livescience.com/46745-how-tesla-coil-works.html
http://www.livescience.com/46728-how-the-tesla-coil-works-infographic.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEJNJ0rFSe8


Before the Show 

Theater etiquette is an important part of attending a live stage production. So 

that all patrons have an enjoyable experience at the theater, please share these        

guidelines with your students prior to attending the performance.  Remind      

students to be respectful of the performers and other audience members by           

engaging in responsible behavior. 

• You agree to be on time. Theater is great! It's live! It happens in the moment. You can't   

rewind it. You are an important part of the show and you need to be there from the very 

beginning. The actors are there, so you need to be there, too. Arriving 20 minutes before 

show time is the standard rule.  

• You agree to use the restroom before the show starts to avoid getting up and disrupting 

the performance while it's happening. Once a class is seated, you may visit the restroom in 

small groups prior to show time. Young students must be escorted.  

• You agree not to talk or whisper during the show. If you whisper to your friends during the 

show, you disrupt those around you, and quite possibly the actors. And, you might                  

miss something!  

• You agree to participate. This includes laughing at appropriate times, clapping in               

appreciation for the things and actors you like, and doing other things when invited by the 

actors to do so. It also means paying attention to what's going on by listening and        

watching closely.  

• You agree to turn off all cell phones and other gadgets that may make noise during                  

the show.  

• You agree not to take pictures or use recording devices of any kind during the show . The        

material performed on stage is copyrighted material, and therefore protected under              

copyright law from reproduction of any kind without written permission. In addition, the       

Mahaffey Theater is a union house, and union rules prohibit the use of photography and         

recording devices without prior consent.  

• Finally, you agree to give the actors a full curtain call . A curtain call is the actors' final bow 

at the end of the performance. It's your opportunity to show your appreciation for what 

they've shared with you. Please wait until all the actors have taken their final bow before 

exiting the theater. The ushers will assist you in finding the best route out of theater!  



After the Show 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



After the Show 

Reacting to the Show 
Students will reflect on the science concepts presented in the show. 

 
Procedure: 
• Create a 4-square as a class, in small groups, as partners, or                  

individually on chart paper or in science notebooks.  Label the          
4-square as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Have students reflect on the show experience by filling in the            

4-square. 
• Give students time to inquire into what they want to learn           

more about and how they can use this information in real life. 
• Allow students to create presentations or knowledge products 

about their research. 
• Students can present their findings to the class and other members 

of the school community. 
 

Visit cpalms.org to find science lessons related to your grade level science standards. 

What We Used to Think What We Saw 

Now We Think What We Want to 
Learn More About 

What questions do students 

still have about science or 

what they saw during the 

show?  Use these questions 

to help fill in the 4-square! 

http://www.cpalms.org/Public/PreviewResourceLesson/Preview/152965


Florida Standards 

SC.2.N.1.1 Raise questions about the natural world, investigate them in teams through free  
exploration and systematic observations, and generate appropriate explanations based on  
those explorations.  
SC.2.N.1.6 Explain how scientists alone or in groups are always investigating new ways to  
solve problems.  
TH.2.H.1.2 Explain how to respond as an audience member in a different way, depending on the style 
of performance.  
SC.3.N.1.1 Raise questions about the natural world, investigate them individually and in teams 
through free exploration and systematic investigations, and generate appropriate explanations based 
on those explorations.  
SC.3.N.3.2 Recognize that scientists use models to help understand and explain how things work.  
TH.3.C.3.1 Discuss the techniques that help create an effective theatre work.  
SC.4.N.1.1 Raise questions about the natural world, use appropriate reference materials that support 
understanding to obtain information (identifying the source), conduct both individual and team  
investigations through free exploration and systematic investigations, and generate appropriate  
explanations based on those explorations.  
SC.4.N.1.8 Recognize that science involves creativity in designing experiments.  
TH.4.O.3.1 Explain how theatre and its conventions are used to communicate ideas.  
SC.5.N.1.1 Define a problem, use appropriate reference materials to support scientific understand-
ing, plan and carry out scientific investigations of various types such as: systematic observations,  
experiments requiring the identification of variables, collecting and organizing data, interpreting data 
in charts, tables, and graphics, analyze information, make predictions, and defend conclusions.  
SC.5.N.1.5 Recognize and explain that authentic scientific investigation frequently does not parallel 
the steps of "the scientific method."  
TH.5.O.3.1 Describe a variety of theatrical methods and/or conventions that a group of individuals 
can use to communicate with audiences.  
SC.6.N.1.3 Explain the difference between an experiment and other types of scientific investigation, 
and explain the relative benefits and limitations of each.  
SC.6.N.1.6 Recognize that science involves creativity, not just in designing experiments, but also in 
creating explanations that fit evidence.  
TH.68.C.1.5 Describe how a theatrical activity can entertain or instruct an audience.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

For more information on the Florida Standards visit cpalms.org. 

http://www.cpalms.org/Public/PreviewResourceLesson/Preview/152965

